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Abstract
no-slump concrete (nsLc) and self-compacting concrete (scc) are two types of concretes, which 
became increasingly adapted by the concrete industry because of their specific rheological 
characteristics. For nsLc mixtures the high shape holding ability allows formworks to be removed 
shortly after concrete placing. However, nsLc needs a large amount of energy to be properly 
compacted. For scc mixtures it is the high flowability and self-compactability that makes them 
unique. However, as scc is not able to preserve its shape right after placing, formwork cannot be 
removed directly after casting. By comparing these two extreme cases, an ideal mixture would 
have been obtained, i.e. a self-compacting no-slump concrete (scnsLc), which can compact 
under its own weight and maintains its shape right after casting. in this paper the possibility of 
a self-compacting no-slump concrete (scnsLc) is discussed. the rheological behaviour of these 
mixtures in the dormant period is in focus, when the degree of hydration is still very limited. the 
shape holding ability of both mixtures is characterized by a shape preservation factor 0<sPF≤1. 
sPF shows the ability of a mixture to preserve its shape after lifting the cone during a slump 
test. sPF is the ratio of the vertical cross sectional area of a sample after and before lifting the 
cone. By increasing flowability of a mixture, the sPF decreases. results show how to design such 
mixtures having optimized rheological properties between those of nsLc and scc.
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1. Introduction 
Fresh concrete is a material with continuously changing 

properties [1]. Concrete gradually changes from a workable 
mixture into an artificial stone as a result of the hydration 
process. With respect to the degree of hydration, the period 
after mixing can be divided into three main periods [2]:

The dormant stage, representing the time interval when 
the degree of hydration is still very limited and does not 
significantly affect the rheological behaviour of concretes. 

The setting period, representing the time interval in which 
the development of the degree of hydration leads to a gradual 
transition of fresh concrete to a solid.

The hardening period, representing the time interval in 
which concrete gradually gains strength.

Concrete mixtures vary between two extremes with respect 
to the early age rheological behaviour: no-slump concrete 
(NSLC) and self-compacting concrete (SCC) [3]. 

A NSLC mixture has almost zero flowability [4]. A NSLC 
mixture is able to preserve its shape right after placing. Slip 
forming method can be used for construction [5]. However, a 
no-slump concrete is basically a low cement paste mixture that 
needs a large amount of energy for a proper compaction [4, 5].

A SCC mixture has high flowability. The high flowability 
is usually achieved by reducing the aggregate content and 
increasing the paste content with excellent deformability [6]. 

The deformability can be adjusted by incorporating fillers and 
admixtures. A SCC mixture is able to compact under its own 
weight, without applying any external compaction energy [3, 
6]. However, as it is not able to preserve its shape right after 
placing, formwork cannot be removed shortly after placing [5].

By comparing NSLC and SCC, it can be concluded that a 
very efficient mixture from rheological perspective would be 
the one which behaves like SCC during casting and behaves 
like NSLC right after placing. The objective of this paper is 
to study the possibility of developing such a self-compacting 
no-slump concrete (SCNSLC), i.e. a self-compacting mixture 
which can preserve its shape completely right after casting.

2. Rheological model
Fresh concrete is considered as a discontinuous system in this 

study and it is represented by a two-phase model [7]. These phases 
are aggregate and paste (see Fig. 1.a). The paste consists of powder 
particles dispersed in water. 0.125 mm is considered for the 
boundary size between the aggregate and powder particles [8].

The granular phase is characterized by a factor ς, i.e. the 
packing density of the aggregate. ς is expressed as follows: 

 (1)
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Va is the specific (solid) volume of aggregate and Vb is the bulk 
volume of aggregate which represents an aggregate skeleton 
in a compacted state (see Fig. 1.b). The packing density of 
aggregate depends on the particle size distribution, shape 
characteristics of the aggregate particles and packing method 
[9]. Hu and de Larrard [10] proposed the following expression 
for the maximum packing density of aggregate with a broad 
particle size distribution:  

 (2)

where Dmin and Dmax are the diameters of the smallest and the 
largest aggregate particles in the granular skeleton, respectively. 
In a system of multiple sizes of aggregate, smaller aggregate 
particles fill up the gaps between the larger aggregate particles 
and lead to a smaller void volume of the granular skeleton and 
thus higher packing density [9].

 Figure 1.  Two-phase aggregate-paste model for concrete. Vt, Va, Vb, Vp, Vpv and Vpex 
are volume of the sample, specific volume of the aggregate, bulk volume of 
the aggregate in compacted state, total paste volume, void paste volume and 
excess paste volume, respectively.

 1. ábra  Beton kétfázisú adalékanyag-pép modellje. Vt, Va, Vb, Vp, Vpv és Vpex a minta 
térfogata, az adalékanyag térfogata, az adalékanyag tömör térfogata, a teljes 
péptérfogat, a hézag péptérfogat és a többlet péptérfogat.

The paste phase is divided into two parts, i.e. the void paste 
and the excess paste (see Fig. 1.b). Void paste is used to fill the 
void space between the aggregate particles when they are in the 
compacted state. Void paste behaves like glue and tries to keep 
the aggregate particles in their positions. The volume of the 
void paste (Vpv) is calculated with Eq. (3) [7]:

 (3)

Excess paste is used to form a paste layer with a constant 
thickness around every single aggregate particle (see Fig. 1.c). 
Excess paste layers try to facilitate the mobility of the aggregate 
particles. The volume of the excess paste (Vpex) can be calculated 
with Eq. (4). 

 (4)

where Vp is the total volume of the paste in the system. The 
workability of a mixture is strongly correlated with two 
parameters, i.e. the consistency of the paste and the volume 
of the excess paste [7]. With increasing paste consistency 
and excess paste volume, an increase in workability would be 
expected for a given mixture [7].

3. Workability assessment 
As there is no direct test method for the evaluation of 

workability, this property is indicated indirectly by measuring 
other performance parameters that are considered to be 
correlated somehow to the behaviour that must be controlled 
[11]. Focus is on the shape holding ability of fresh mixtures 
in this study. In order to evaluate the shape holding ability of 
mixtures, a slump test is performed [7]. The cone used in this 
study is selected according to EN 12350-5 [12]. Shape holding 
ability of mixtures is characterized by the shape preservation 
factor, 0<SPF≤1. SPF shows the ability of a mixture to preserve 
its shape after demolding. SPF is defined as the ratio of the 
vertical cross sectional area of a three dimensional (3D) sample 
after and before demolding, i.e. Af/Ao (see Fig. 2). SPF is equal 
to 1 for a mixture with zero flowability, i.e. no-slump concrete 
(NSLC). With increasing flowability of mixtures SPF gradually 
decreases [7]. 

 Figure 2.  The vertical cross section of a three dimensional (3D) sample before and after 
demolding. Ao and Af are the vertical cross sectional area of a 3D sample 
before and after demolding, respectively. For a 3D sample Af≤Ao.

 2. ábra  A 3 dimenziós minta függőleges metszete kizsaluzást megelőzően. Ao és Af a 3 
dimenziós minta függőleges metszetének területe kizsaluzás előtt és után. Egy 
3 dimenziós minta esetén Af≤Ao.

4. Materials and mix composition
Aggregates used in this study consist of natural aggregate 

particles. The characteristics of the aggregates are given in 
Table 1.The packing density of aggregates is determined 
according to ASTM C29-1997 [13]. The paste phase consists 
of Portland cement CEM I 52.5 with specific density of 3.15 
g/cm3, limestone powder with specific density of 2.64 g/cm3, 
water and superplasticizer. Three different combinations of 
water-cement ratio, W/C and water-powder ratio, W/P are 
considered for the pastes (see Fig. 3). 
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Characteristics 
Well graded aggregates with specific density of 2.56 g/cm3,  
maximum size of 8 mm, minimum size of 0.125 mm and packing 
density of about 0.80±0.2.
Aggregate particles with a shape deviation of about 3% from the 
spherical shape. shape deviation determines the minimum inter-
particle distance at which particles become in direct contact [7].
Fineness modulus of granular material is kept between 3.5 and 5.0 
to avoid 1) the effect of the gravitational forces acting on aggregate 
particles [7, 14] and 2) the effect of the very fine aggregate particles, 
i.e. the aggregate particles which are in the size range of the large 
powder particles [7, 14], on deformability of the mixtures.  

 Table 1.  Characteristics of the aggregates. 
 1. táblázat  Az adalékanyag jellemzői.

 Fig. 3. Critical (yield) stress of the paste vs. volume fraction of superplacticizer SP in 
the paste for different combinations of water-cement ratio W/C and water-
powder ratio W/P. Higher critical stress implies lower consistency (lower 
ability to flow).

 3. ábra  Kritikus (folyási) feszültség a pép – folyósítószer (SP) térfogatarányára 
vonatkoztatva, különböző víz-cement tényező, W/C és víz-kötőanyag tényező, 
W/P kombinációk esetén. Nagyobb kritikus feszültséghez kisebb konzisztencia 
(kisebb folyási képesség) tartozik.

 Fig. 4. Correlation between the volume fraction of excess paste Vpex and the volume 
fraction of total paste Vp in the mixtures made with a well graded aggregate. 
In this figure ς represents the packing density of the aggregates.

 4. ábra  Korreláció a többlet péptérfogat, Vpex és a teljes péptérfogat, Vp között, 
folytonos szemeloszlású adalékanyag esetén. Az ábrán ς az adalékanyag 
halmaztömörségét jelenti.

The consistency of the paste, which is controlled by the amount 
of superplasticizer (see Fig. 3), is characterized by the critical 
(yield) stress of the paste Cs [7]. A higher critical stress implies 
lower consistency (lower ability to flow). The excess paste volume 
fraction Vpex varies from 10 % to 24 % (the maximum volume 
fraction of the excess paste, which is usually recommended for 
a concrete mixture, is about 24 % [6]). The correlation between 
the volume fraction of excess paste Vpex and the volume fraction 
of total paste Vp in the mixtures is represented in Fig. 4. 

5. Results and discussion 
Correlation between the mix composition, which is 

characterized by the volume fraction of the excess paste Vpex and 
critical (yield) stress of the paste Cs, and shape holding ability of 
mixtures is presented in Fig. 5. With increasing volume fraction 
of the excess paste and decreasing critical stress of the paste, the 
relative slump Hs/Ho increases and the shape preservation factor 
SPF decreases. The slump value Hs is the height reduction of the 
sample after lifting the cone [7]. The slump value Hs and shape 
preservation factor SPF are equal to zero and one, respectively, 
for the mixtures which show no deformation after demolding, 
i.e. no-slump concrete mixture (NSLC). 

 Figure 5.  Correlation between the mix composition, which is characterized by the 
volume fraction of the excess paste Vpex and critical (yield) stress of the paste 
Cs, and shape preservation factor SPF. SPF is equal to the ratio of the vertical 
cross sectional area of a sample after and before demolding, i.e. Af/Ao.

 5. ábra  Korreláció az összetételi jellemzők között; ennek paraméterei a többlet 
péptérfogat, Vpex, a pép kritikus (folyási) feszültsége, Cs, és az alaktényező, 
SPF. Az alaktényező, SPF a minta függőleges metszete területének arányát 
mutatja kizsaluzás előtt és után, = Af/Ao.

The maximum SPF for a self-compacting mixture is about 0.7 (see 
Fig. 5). For SPF>0.7, extra energy is required for proper compaction. 
A mixture with SPF≈0.7 shows a relative slump Hs/Ho≈0.5 (see Fig. 
5). For a mixture with SPF≈0.7, the spread diameter at final state Df 
is equal to 290 mm ± 10 mm and thus the relative spread diameter 
Df/Do≈1.4-1.5 [7]. Hs/Ho≈0.5 and Df/Do≈1.4-1.5 are in the range 
of those proposed by Wang et al [5] for self-compacting mixtures 
used in pavement construction. They stated that those mixtures can 
preserve their shape without any additional support after the slip 
form paving process. For a conventional self-compacting concrete 
mixture (SCC) with a relative spread diameter Df/Do ≥3, the SPF is 
less than about 0.4 [7]. 

A self-compacting no-slump concrete (SCNSLC) could be 
achieved if we were able to increase the critical stress of the 
paste Cs shortly after placing and before demolding. A self-
compacting mixture with SPF≈0.7 would behave like a no-
slump concrete with SPF≈1 after demolding if we were able 
to increase Cs after placing of the mixture as presented in Fig. 
6. The required increase of Cs is about 17 Pa. With decreasing 
the shape preservation factor SPF of the reference mixture the 
larger increase of Cs is required [7]. 

At early age, i.e. when the hydration effect is still negligible, 
the rheological behaviour of a paste strongly depends on the 
attractive van der Waals forces and the repulsive electrostatic 
forces between the powder particles [15, 16]. With decreasing 
repulsive forces between the particles the flowability 
(consistency) of the paste decreases. The repulsive electrostatic 
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forces between the powder particles strongly depend on the 
ion concentration in the liquid in which particles are dispersed 
[17]. Therefore, if we could change the ion concentration in 
the mixture after placing, we would be able to control the 
paste consistency, and thus the shape holding ability of the 
mixture. A consistency change of the paste shortly after placing 
can theoretically be obtained by adding smart particles to a 
mixture before placing. Smart particles are made of materials 
with properties engineered to undergo changes in a controlled 
manner [18, 19]. A smart particle usually consists of a core 
(fill) coated with a layer called membrane. The core contains 
a material that is released by breaking or dissolving the 
membrane under particular conditions. The inside content can 
be a latex material, i.e. a dispersion of charged particles [20]. 
The membrane can be made of a material which is engineered 
to dissolve in water in a controlled manner. This topic is beyond 
the scope of this paper. Further research is recommended.

 Figure 6.  Required change of critical stress Cs of the paste for mixtures with shape 
preservation factor SPF≈0.7 to behave like a no-slump concrete after 
demolding. Vp is the volume fraction of the total paste.

 6. ábra  A kritikus feszültség, Cs szükséges értéke a roskadásmentes beton eléréséhez 
az alaktényező SPF≈0.7 értéke esetén; Vp a teljes péptérfogat.

6. Conclusions  
The objective of this paper was to study the possibility of 

developing a self-compacting no-slump concrete mixture 
(SCNSLC), i.e. a concrete mixture which can compact under 
its own weight while preserving its shape almost completely 
right after placing. In order to evaluate the shape holding ability 
of mixtures, slump test was performed. The shape holding 
ability of a mixture is indicated with the shape preservation 
factor (0<SPF≤1). SPF is defined as the ratio of the vertical 
cross sectional area of a three dimensional (3D) sample after 
and before demolding. For a no-slump concrete mixture 
(NSLC), i.e. a mixture with zero deformation after demolding, 
it holds SPF=1. It was found that the maximum SPF for a self-
compacting mixture is about 0.7. For a self-compacting mixture 
with a higher shape preservation factor, i.e. SPF>0.7, especially 
SCNSLC, it is required to increase critical stress of the paste 

Cs shortly after placing and before demolding. A consistency 
change of the paste shortly after placing can theoretically be 
obtained by, for example, adding smart particles to the mixture 
before placing. Further research on this topic is recommended.  
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